
Making the invisible visible
Acknowledging knowledge 

backgrounds in STS education 
non-recorded session



What are we doing in the session
General intro (10 min)

Session 1: two workshops - simultaneous (30 min) - Shelby; Ellie

Break (10 min)

Session 2: two workshops - simultaneous (30 min) - Sharlissa & Aubrey; Ellen

Wrap up (10 min) -  Mentimeter
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Who are we 
+ what do we 

do:
Ellie Armstrong (she):

Postdoc Fellow at 
University of Delaware
Geography

@EllieTheElement

Shelby Dietz (she/her):

Lecturer at Cornell
Neurobiology
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Ellan Spero (she/her):

Co-founder & Professor of 
the Practice at Station1, 
Instructor at MIT 

Sharlissa Moore (she/they):

Associate Professor, 
International Energy Policy at 
James Madison College, 
Michigan State University

Aubrey Wigner (he/they):

Assistant Professor, 
Entrepreneurship at Eli Broad 
College of Business, 
Michigan State University



Pedagogical basis for the workshop sessions
- Being explicit about our + our students knowledge contexts

- Acknowledging the multiplicities of “ways of seeing” in cross-disciplinary STS classes

- Pedagogical tools to help frame knowledges that we have 
- How to be thinking about the framing

- Framings / boundaries / where they are and how we see it
- What are approaches for making these obvious for students
- Support students for ‘stepping outside’ to see their own knowledge contexts and histories

- Heightened awareness of our frames, and how to take on new ones
- Scaffolding students sharing knowledges
-
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What are our sessions today:
1. Harnessing diverse backgrounds in interdisciplinary groups to clarify 
fundamental assumptions and perspectives- Shelby

2. Reimagining Display: Object-oriented exploration of invisiblised knowledge - 
Ellie 

3. Immersive video and photo elicitation to visualize complex sociotechnical 
systems - Sharlissa & Aubrey

4. Thinking across scale in water infrastructure - Ellan
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1 - Harnessing diverse backgrounds in interdisciplinary groups to 
clarify fundamental assumptions and perspectives Shelby

- Make the bug (different knowledge bases) into the feature
- Identifying fundamental assumptions and perspectives
- Strategies for making explicit contexts for work

- Case study of exercises
- Bringing together STEM and humanities backgrounds in “Gender and the Brain” course

- Group discussion 
- Challenges arising in your courses / through discussion of samples
- Integration different types of teaching, and articulating in classrooms
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2 - Reimagining Display: Object-oriented exploration of 
invisiblised knowledge Ellie

- Unpacking what we are doing when we display objects
- Emphasise the multiplicity of ways to observe and engage with objects
- Be explicit about the background of objects

- Sample case study objects
- Highlighting tangible perspective shifting, partiality of view, knowledge systems that are 

embedded in tools

- Practical/imaginative processes to engage students and colleagues
- Critical approaches to existing displays to support own development
- Peer-to-peer learning through the development
- Expansive possibilities
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3 - Visualization for systems thinking Sharlissa & Aubrey

- Using visualisation in the classroom focused on the context of systems
- Developed hyper-local video and specific case discussions

- Two examples that draw out the ways that STS systems can be unpacked
- Clips from Energy 360 - visualisation for students, researchers, publics to understand a 

sociotechnical energy system (International Energy course)
- Knowledge system around the Tesla and imagined futures

- What do these prompt
- Who is not in the picture? What knowledge is explicit / implicit?
- Connecting local system to more expansive social and ethical stories of broader system
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4 - Thinking across scale in water infrastructure Ellan

- Using scale as a tool for framing knowledge shifts
- Engage with how knowledge specializations happen at scales in, e.g. Engineering

- Case study of water systems in MA 
- Location specific but also connecting to the larger context of emerging questions 
- Decisions in categorising the scales that are included - how does this shape process?

- Multiple perspectives accessed through the technique
- Temporal scale as well as physical scale
- Values of team teaching and bringing together STEM - Arts/Humanities equitably in 

classroom
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What are we doing in the session
General intro (10 min)

Session 1: two workshops - simultaneous (30 min) - Shelby; Ellie
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Your thoughts on the sessions
https://www.menti.com/ho2grkmiyb

Menti.com // code: 1105 1130
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https://www.menti.com/ho2grkmiyb












Key takeaways points: 
● Shelby: Identify the fundamental assumptions/perspectives.  “What is the larger 

context for this work?  What is at stake for the author?”  In our workshop we’ll 
discuss how we can try to harness interdisciplinary groups to articulate these 
(often unspoken) assumptions.

● Ellie: all tools (including those from the past) are embedded in social contexts; 
and critically appreciating these knowledge perspectives helps unpack why 
these were/are valued as systems of ways to understanding the world.

● Sharlissa & Aubrey: Images and visuals can help students think about broader 
systems, who is included and excluded in the visual or narrative, and connection 
across scales.

● Ellan:  Notice what you notice when thinking with materials/materiality across 
scales. 
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